Although numerical models of heat transfer and material flow have contributed to understand the underlying mechanisms of friction stir welding (FSW), there are certain input model parameters that can not be easily determined. Thus, the model predictions do not always agree with experimental results. In this work, sensitivity analysis and parameter estimation were applied to test heat transfer and material flow models. A forward-difference approximation was used to compute the sensitivity of the solution with respect to the unknown model parameters. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method was applied to solve the nonlinear parameter estimation problem. The numerical models were developed by the finite element method (FEM). The way in which the unknown model parameters independently affect the results and the importance of the location of reference points that take part in the objective function were determined.
Introduction
Friction stir welding is a solid state welding process, i.e. the joint occurs below the material melting point [1] [2] [3] . The tool consists of a shoulder and a pin. Basically the process involves plunging the pin of the rotating tool into the weld line until the shoulder contacts the surface of the workpieces and then moving the tool along the welding line. The tool leads the material from the front to the back of the pin stirring the metal in the solid state. This region is called the stir zone. A backing plate rigidly fixes the workpieces and also participates in the extraction of heat from the workpieces.
There is the need to determine how the variations of the processing variables (welding and rotational speed, plunge force, tool design, etc.) affect the final properties of the weld. In this sense there are some studies carried out in the experimental 1 and numerical modeling 4 fields.
Several different approaches have been applied to modeling the FSW process, ranging from simple analytical thermal models based on Rosenthal's solutions 5, 6 to three-dimensional thermo-mechanical models. Thermomechanical modeling of FSW generally falls into two categories: Eulerian models [7] [8] [9] and Lagrangian models [10] [11] [12] . The use of an Eulerian reference frame is advantageous in analyzing the steady-state of the process concerning computational efficiency, avoiding mesh distortion. The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description is suitable for tracking the material free surface in contact with a threaded tool pin [13] [14] [15] .
Heat transfer and material flow models applied to the FSW process have contributed to understanding the FSW welding process. However, there are certain input model parameters whose values can not be easily determined 2 . Thus, numerical models together with parameter estimation techniques are essential for providing reliable results.
There are studies where the parameter estimation technique has been applied to the modeling of welding processes. In fusion welding process, De and DebRoy 16 used heat transfer and fluid flow models estimating values of several uncertain input parameters using experimental data. In FSW process, Zhu and Chao 17 carried out a heat transfer model in which the moving heat source and the contact resistance were obtained performing inverse analysis. Also, Nandan et al. 18 and Pereyra et al. 19 applied estimatio n parameters techniques to heat and material flow models during friction stir welding. Moreover, Assidi et al. 20 applied inverse analysis approach to find the coefficient values of different friction models by fitting numerical results with measured welding forces and temperatures. Recently, Larsen et al. 21 determined the magnitude and spatial distribution of the heat transfer coefficient or thermal conductance toward the backing plate by minimizing the difference between experimental measurements of temperature and temperatures obtained using a three dimensional finite element model.
The aim of this work is to determine which model parameters affect more significantly the models' steady state temperature results and to establish where is more convenient to locate the reference temperatures in order to avoid drawbacks in the estimation procedure.
The thermo-mechanical model and the complementary models were solved by the FEM 22 for the computation of reference temperatures and sensitivity coefficients, and to perform the parameter estimation procedure 23 .
Mathematical Models
The experimental setup ( Figure 1 ) is represented by a geometric model which consists of a tool (cylindrical unthreaded pin), workpieces (two 304 L stainless steel plates) and a backing plate.
The geometry dimensions of the model are referred to in Table 1 and correspond to the data of the work of Zhu and Chao 17 .
Thermomechanical coupled model
The momentum conservation equations in an Eulerian description, considering a coordinate system attached to the tool axis, are: (1) where s is the Cauchy stress tensor, u is the velocity vector of plastic flow, r is the density, g is the acceleration of gravity and t is the time.
According to the assumed flow formulation the Cauchy stress tensor is:
where p is the pressure, d is the Kronecker's delta, t is the stress deviator tensor, m is the viscosity and d is the strain rate tensor. Assuming a rigid visco-plastic material model, the viscosity is defined as:
where s f is the flow stress and e e  is the effective strain rate (the second invariant of the strain rate tensor) defined as follows:
The material is assumed to be rigid visco-plastic. The flow stress 24 is as follows:
where A, a and n c are material constants and Z is the Zener-Hollomon parameter:
where T is the temperature, Q is the activation energy and R is the universal gas constant.
The continuity equation for incompressible flow is:
The heat conservation equation is:
where C p is the specific heat, K is the thermal conductivity and g is a source term, the heat generation rate per unit mass due to plastic deformation:
: g = h⋅ t d (11) where h is the mechanical efficiency, i.e. the amount of mechanical energy converted to heat energy.
Complementary models
The heat flux of the workpieces and tool surfaces exposed to the environment involved convective and radiative heat transfer described by ( ) ( )
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, T 0 is the ambient temperature, e is the surface emissivity coefficient and s SB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. A relation, extracted from the cross-wedge rolling process 8 , is considered to deal with the extent of slip between all tool-workpieces' interface, as follows: where d is the fraction-slip, d 0 is the fraction-slip constant, r is the radial distance from the tool axis and R s is the tool shoulder radius. d = 0 indicates full sticking. The heat flux due to the frictional heating between the tool and the workpieces' surface is:
where w is the angular velocity, P N is the normal pressure and m f is the friction coefficient:
where m 0 is the friction constant, l f is a constant for the dimensions.
The heat flux towards the backing plate is given by:
where h b is the heat transfer coefficient and ∆T is the temperature difference between the workpieces and backing plate contact surfaces. Table 2 shows the values of all known parameters involved in the models.
Inverse Analysis
The models described above involve some parameters that can not be easily determined, this implies the need to perform an inverse analysis. These unknown parameters are: the fraction-slip constant (d 0 ), the mechanical efficiency (h), the heat transfer coefficient of the workpieces-backing plate interface (h b ) and the friction constant (m 0 ). Figure 2 shows numerical temperature profiles compared to thermocouple temperature measurements on an experimental test at different distances from the welding line at the top and at the bottom of the plates. The numerical results were obtained assigning values found in literature 8, 17 for the unknown parameters (d 0 = 0.4, h = 0.5, h b = 400 W/m 2 °C and m 0 = 0.4) and considering measurements 17 as reference values. Figure 3b shows temperature distribution at a distance of 1.8 cm from the welding line for experimental measurements (exp), numerical results with literature suggested values (n = 0) and numerical results performing parameter estimation (n = N). In the figure, n is the iteration number, 0 is the initial iteration, and N is the final iteration. These results were obtained performing a parameter estimation procedure considering the four unknown parameters taking as reference 18 points from experimental measurements (Figure 3a ). The numerical solution was improved but a sensitivity analysis was found to be necessary to complete the outlook.
Due to the different units and orders of magnitude of these four parameters, it is convenient for the further calculation, to normalize them considering each reference value ( 
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis in the surroundings of each reference value was performed for the parameter set to determine which of them are important to consider in the estimation procedure.
Normalized sensitivity field corresponds to the first derivative of the model temperature field with respect of the normalized parameter b j . A forward-difference approximation is considered to compute the field as follows:
Parameter estimation approach
The parameter estimation problem is formulated in order to find the model parameters that minimize an objective function defined as:
where b is the parameter vector, M is the total number of objective points, and f i are functions given by:
where 0 i T are the objective temperatures and T i (b) are the computed temperatures.
The iterative scheme for the normalized parameters obtained by the Levenberg-Marquard method 26 is: 25 8.30 × 10 15 material constant (a) 25 12,000 Pa -1 material constant (n c ) 25 4.32 activation energy (Q) 25 21. 
where the superscripts n and n + 1 denote the previous and the actual iteration step, respectively, I is the identity matrix, X is the sensitivity matrix of component X ij , and correspond to the first derivative of the model temperatures for the i th objective point with respect to the normalized parameter b j , and l is a scalar damping coefficient. The direct problem (Figure 4 ) was taken as reference, i.e. the objective temperatures 0 i T are not really measured but they are computed considering the complete model presented (see Section 2) using the target values of the unknown parameters. Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution corresponding to three different locations: T1Ref, T2Ref and T3Ref. T1Ref and T3Ref were placed on the top of the plates (workpieces), at a distance of D s and 1.5 · D s from the welding center line, respectively. T2Ref was placed in the backing plate at a distance of 0.125 · e from the bottom of the plates. The top left corner of the graph exhibits a cross section area, perpendicular to the weld center line of the geometry, indicating the concerned locations.
Two different cases were considered to determine how the objective points locations affect the estimation procedure. Case (a) considers temperature distribution T1Ref and T2Ref, and case (b) T1Ref and T3Ref. The first guesses for the normalized parameters were obtained by incrementing them 20% of their reference value.
Results and Discussion
Direct experimental measurement of the temperature field within the stir zone is a difficult task 1 and such measurements (i.e. reference temperature) are restricted to adjacent places. In addition, out of the stir zone, temperature results do not change in a substantial way between the bottom and the top of the workpieces 17 . For these two reasons, sensitivity field results are shown in the middle plane of the plates and were considered out of the tool shoulder radius.
By comparing the normalized sensitivity field of parameters, in the surroundings of each reference value ( Figure 5 ), some ideas can be extracted. First, on the plates the normalized parameters b 2 and b 3 produced the greater changes in temperature numerical results. On the other hand, the normalized parameter b 1 produced the smaller ones. In the case of the normalized parameters b 2 and b 3 , it is observed that the values achieved behind the tool, out of the stir zone, are higher for the latter than for the former.
In the backing plate, the only normalized parameter that results in significant values is b 3 . Moreover, for b 3 the sensitivity field on the workpieces have an opposite sign than on the backing plate, i.e. with parameter increment the temperature field decreases on the workpieces and increases on the backing plate.
It can also be noted that the sensitivity field corresponding to b 2 and b 4 may be correlated. This means that both parameters can't be computed from the same estimation procedure. This fact is not surprising because both parameters correspond to local heat generation close to the tool-workpieces interface that increase the temperature field which in turn is affected by the convection due to the material flow.
Considering the concepts extracted from the sensitivity analysis, normalized parameters b 2 and b 3 were taken into account to carry out the estimation procedure. Figure 6 shows the value the objective function takes at each iteration step, both case (a) and case (b). From this it follows that case (a) achieves the target normalized parameters (Table 3 ) reaching the global minimum for which the objective function is null, while case (b) stopped at certain values corresponding to a local minimum (Figure 7) . The result for case (b) may be due to the fact that, by taking as reference the temperature of the workpieces only, an excess on values of both parameters, i.e. the extent of the viscous dissipation and the heat transfer coefficient from the bottom of the workpiece, could result in an increase in heat generation, which could in return be compensated by an increase of the heat transfer to the backing plate. And so two higher values for both parameters do not converge to the global minimum.
In case (a) adding the temperature in the backing plate as reference, the parameters with excess value both operate increasing the heat transferred to the backing plate.
Conclusions
In this work, sensitivity analysis and parameter estimation for the identification of certain parameters involved in modeling the steady state of the friction stir welding process were presented.
The sensitivity analysis allowed to determine the way in which the parameters independently affect the temperature results. Three of them were found to be significant: h, the mechanical efficiency, h b , the heat transfer coefficient of the workpieces-backing plate interface, and m 0 , the friction constant. Parameters involved in the two sources of heat generation were found to be correlated.
The two cases considered to perform the estimation procedure showed the importance of the location of reference points -i.e. the temperature measurement locations when comparing the experimental data-in reaching the global minimum of the objective function. It has been recognized to be suitable to take reference points for the temperature both in the workpieces and in the backing plate. However, reference temperatures in the backing plate are unusual in inverse analysis of FSW 17, 18, 20, 21 .
In spite of the fact that the parameter involved in the fraction slip relationship (d 0 ) do not significantly influence on the temperature field, it would affect the velocity field results adjacent to the tool. It could be estimated taking into account some geometrical magnitude of the stir zone, e.g. a characteristic length.
